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Albert Einstein 

 Born March 14, 1879 in Germany, was Albert Einstein (Kaku).  Albert wasn’t involved 

in his education during his early years; he was deeply interested in religious beliefs.  Praising 

songs of god while walking to school (Kaku).  His religious beliefs began to change after reading 

science books (Kaku).  This was a big change in his life, which began his challenges of 

discovering new science.  Einstein discovered a book of geometry and became attached to 

mathematics since 12 years old.  He called the book his “sacred little geometry book” (Kaku).  

Max Talmud a medical student tutored Einstein with mathematics and philosophy.  At age 16, 

Max introduced Einstein to a children’s science series byAaron Bernstein (book writer on 

Physics) . He imagined running alongside electricity traveling inside a telegraph wire. That 

began the biggest question for Einstein for the next 10 years: “What would a light beam look like 

if you could run alongside it?” (Kaku) Einstein also wrote his first “scientific paper” at that time 

(“The Investigation of the Sate of Aether in Magnetic Fields”) (Kaku). There, was the first step 

to Einstein, one of the greatest Jewish scientists known to man.   

Einstein’s learning was interrupted because his father needed constant help with his 

failing business, leaving Einstein no time to focus on his education.  As soon as Einstein’s 

father’s business went down, Einstein moved to Milan, Italy with his relative, to carry on his 
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learning (Kaku).  Involved in the military at the young age of 16, Einstein ran away after six 

months and landed at the door of his parents (Kaku).  In 1911, he showed that he was excellent 

in mathematics and physics, but failed in French, chemistry, and biology in Swiss Federal 

Polytechnic School (Physical Science).  In 1896 he graduated from a special high school because 

of his mathematics and physics skills (Physical Science). 

  Einstein met his future wife in high school, also meeting his friends who became a big 

part of his life.  After graduation, Einstein faced a huge crisis: skipping school to study subjects 

on his own, leading him to a point where he wasn’t able to get any academic position that he 

applied to (Kaku).  In 1902, Einstein reached the lowest point of his life; couldn’t get married, 

couldn’t support a family, nor get a job.  At the same time, his father’s company was going 

bankrupt.  Einstein’s father became extremely ill and died (Pearson).  After his death, Einstein 

married his future wife, Maric, on January 6, 1903 (Pearson).  Einstein and Maric had two kids 

Hans and Eduard born in 1904 and 1910.  During 1905 he published four papers: 

“Transformation of Light”, “Movement of small particles in Stationary Liquids of Kinetic 

Theory of Heat”, “On the Electrodynamics of Moving bodies”, and (First mechanism to explain 

the energy source of the Sun and other stars), which altered modern day physics (Kaku).  At first, 

Einstein’s papers were being ignored by other physicians. There was only one physician who 

took notice of his work and was a huge influence in his life, Max Planck (Kaku).  

As World War 1 began, Einstein’s work was interrupted.  Hitler was out to kill him 

because he disagreed with Hitler’s ideas (Kaku).  Einstein is one of the three men that signed the 

Peace Manifesto of Germany (Kaku).  Communists hated Einstein’s intelligent mind, and 

churches feared Einstein’s intelligence. The leaders of the churches thought Einstein was going 

to drain people out of the church and start believing his science (Kaku).  A choice was made 
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quickly and very surely, to get out of Germany, and go to the United States (Kaku).  After the 

War, Einstein was able to begin his work again, going around the world to share his education 

and ideas (Kaku).  He made a new science called “Cosmology”, predicting the universe was 

either expanding or contrasting.  December 1931, Einstein declared that he wasn’t going back to 

Germany because his home was in the United States (Kaku).  1938-1939, Einstein and his 

friends found out that splitting the atom would create an atomic explosion (Kaku).  After that, the 

U.S. Navy asked Einstein to help build future weapon systems (Kaku).  While on vacation, 

Einstein heard the first atomic bomb landed on Japan. (Kaku) 

Einstein won the Nobel Prize for developing general theories of relativity, matter, energy, 

time, and space (Dine).  But as it is known, Einstein couldn’t have done all this himself. 

Scientists have discovered many things leaving work behind. Because of this, scientists learn 

from them, figuring out problems of the past like Einstein has done (Dine).  Einstein died April 

18, 1955 leaving us his work that made our lives better in many of ways (Kaku).  Einstein, a 

failure, and a successful man, became one of the best scientists known to man. 


